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COMPLETIONS AND FIBRATIONS FOR TOPOLOGICAL MONOIDS

PAULO LIMA-FILHO

Abstract. We show that, for a certain class of topological monoids, there is a

homotopy equivalence between the homotopy theoretic group completion M+

of a monoid M in that class and the topologized Grothendieck group M as-

sociated to M. The class under study is broad enough to include the Chow

monoids effective cycles associated to a projective algebraic variety and also the

infinite symmetric products of finite CW-complexes. We associate principal fi-

brations to the completions of pairs of monoids, showing the existence of long

exact sequences for the naïve approach to Lawson homology [Fri91, LF91a].

Another proof of the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for the functors X >-* SP(X)

in the category of finite CW-complexes (Dold-Thom theorem [DT56]) is ob-

tained.

1. Introduction

The main goal of this article is to establish that for a certain class of topo-
logical monoids there is a natural homotopy equivalence between a suitably

topologized Grothendieck group M associated to a monoid M and the homo-
def

topy theoretic group-completion M+ = ÎÏBM obtained via classifying space

theory. We also show the existence of principal fibrations for the Grothendieck

group completions of pairs in the same category, which certainly makes this
completion a very convenient functor.

The Grothendieck group M associated to a monoid M, usually denoted

3ZZ(M), is the first and natural approach to the problem of finding group com-

pletions and it clearly carries the expected universal property when applied to

discrete monoids, cf. §2. However, for topological categories, the problem poses

many technical difficulties not previously encountered. One expects the comple-

tion to be sufficiently well behaved so as to have amenable algebraic properties,

where reasonable manipulations and computations may be performed.

In the category of spaces, one could first try to use a naturally topologized

Grothendieck group. However this turns out to be generically useless, for several

reasons. Among the latter is the fact that the topologies arising in this way

usually do not have the Hausdorff property and the Grothendieck group barely

resembles a topological group.
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In the homotopy category one can circumvent the aforementioned difficul-

ties with the use of classifying spaces for topological monoids. This is actually

achieved in a general categorical framework through "Quillenization" type pro-

cesses. Such homotopy theoretic description of the Grothendieck functor for

topological categories can be found, for example, in [Seg74]. Direct applications

for this approach are found in ^-theory [Qui73] and cxo-loop spaces theories

[May72, Seg74]. When discussing classifying spaces for topological monoids,

we use the topological bar construction, introduced in [MÍ167], as described

in greater generality in [May75]. In §2 we present a discussion of the basic

properties of both completions.

There are some situations, however, where the more naïve Grothendieck

group approach would be desirable for the sake of geometric clarity and in-

tuition. Recently a certain interest on this point of view was raised with the

advent of Lawson homology for projective varieties, introduced by E. Friedlan-

der in [Fri91]. Those are invariants attached to a projective algebraic variety

X defined (in the complex case) as the homotopy groups of the group comple-

tion of the Chow monoid %(X) of effective ^-cycles supported on X. See

Example B in §4. In the level of no Lawson homology coincides with the

group of algebraic cycles modulo algebraic equivalence, which turns out to be

the Grothendieck group of noCëp(X)), as shown in [Fri91]. Those are funda-

mental invariants for algebraic varieties, which are coarser than the usual Chow

group of cycles modulo rational equivalence, but nonetheless carry a rich and

beautiful geometry, as it can be seen for example in [Ful84, Chapter 19].

In this context one would like to retain the geometry of the space of cycles, as

in the level of no, to the higher homotopy groups and this is directly achieved

by the naïve completion. Concomitantly one would hope the same algebraic

properties encountered in the homotopy group completions to still exist. Sur-
prisingly, this can be accomplished within a certain class (which we call properly
c-graded monoids) consisting of those free abelian monoids whose topology is

given by a compact grading with adequate cofibrant properties, as described in

§4. More precisely, one has

Theorem 4.4. Let M be a free properly c-graded topological monoid. Then the

natural map T : M+ —> M, between the homotopy and naïve group completions

of M, is a homology equivalence. If M is strongly properly c-graded, then T

is a quasifibration with contractible fibers, and hence a homotopy equivalence.

Corollary 4.5. The inclusion j : M ■-» M is a homology group completion for

M as in the theorem.

This class of monoids encompasses the Chow monoid of projective algebraic

varieties as well as a number of other significant examples, such as the monoids

SP(X) arising as the (disjoint) union of the symmetric products of a finite CW-

complex, cf. §3. These examples will be discussed in detail along the paper, and

some results of Dold-Thom [DT56] will follow from our general discussion.

In the last section we associate principal fibrations to the naïve completions
of free pairs of monoids as above, and relate them to the usual quasifibrations

obtained via classifying space theory, cf. [May75]. We prove

Theorem 5.2. Given a properly c-filtered free pair of monoids (C, C), there is

a principal fibration C —> C —> C/C, where C/C is the topological group

quotient of the naïve group completions of C and C, respectively.
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In particular one has long exact sequences for the Lawson homology of pairs,

as defined in [LF89], and similar property for the corresponding functors X >->

nk(SP(X)) on the category Wq of finite CW-complexes.

The results of this paper form a simplified version of the author's unpublished

Preprint Group completions and fibrations for filtered monoids, IAS, 1990.

The author has learned that, recently, E. Friedlander and O. Gabber have

obtained a series of results which overlap with some of the results contained in

the present work.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. Naïve group completions. In this section we work mainly with the cate-

gories of abelian monoids and abelian topological monoids.

Given an abelian monoid M, with identity element 0, one can naturally

associate a group M to M, together with a monoid morphism j: M —> M

which has the universal property of factoring morphisms from M into groups,

i.e., given a monoid morphism / : M —► C7 from M into a group G, there

exists a group homomorphism /' : M -> G making the diagram commute:

M —¡—+ M

This universal group M can be obtained as the quotient of M x M by the

equivalence relation R defined as follows:

(x, y) ~ (x', y') iff there exist X', X e M such that

(x + X,y + X) = (x + X',y + X'),

where + denotes the monoid operation. The morphism j : M —> M is then

induced by the map m i-> (m, 0) from M into M x M. Observe that j is an

injection whenever M has cancellation law.

Remark 2.1. When cancellation law holds for M the relation R can be al-

ternatively defined as follows. Let Y be the product M x M x M x M and

define
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f:T^MxM,

(x,y;x',y')r^(x + y';x' + y).

The relation R c Y is then given by R = ^*_1(A), where A c M x M is the

diagonal submonoid. The saturation (under R) of any subset F c M x M is

obtained as

SatR(F) = n2(nx-xiF)n^-xiA)),

where n¡ :Y —> M xM, i = 1, 2, is the projection onto the t'th M xM factor

of r.
Denoting by stfJZ (resp. s/&) the category of abelian monoids (resp. abelian

groups), the assignment of M to M defines a functor ~ : stfJZ —> $f& with

the above universal property, which is called the inai've) group completion or

the Grothendieck group functor.

Our central interest lies in those objects in s££ which are also spaces. In

this case we provide the Grothendieck group M with the topology induced by

the quotient map p : M x M —> M.

Remark 2.2. Although M is not necessarily a topological group, it factors con-

tinuous monoid morphisms / : M —> G, from M into a topological group

G, through a continuous map / : M —> G which is a homomorphism in the

category srfJZ . In the compactly generated category (CG), with products in that

category too, it can be seen, using Theorems 4.4 and 2.6 of [Ste67], that when-

ever M is Hausdorff then it has the structure of a compactly generated abelian

topological group. In this case, the universal property is satisfied in the cate-

gories of topological monoids and groups. Therefore (in CG), the Grothendieck

group becomes a functor ~ : sfZTcfJZ -> srfZTcfg from the category srfZTcfJZ of
abelian topological monoids with Hausdorff naive group completion, to the cat-

egory srfZTcf& of abelian topological groups.

From now on our monoids will be compactly generated and products of

spaces will be formed in that category, cf. [Ste67]. We must say that the Haus-

dorff property for the group completion does not hold generically, however it

occurs in many interesting situations, as we shall see afterwards.

Lemma 2.3. For a given M e srfZTct£, the monoid morphism j* : noiM) —>

7To(A7) induced by the universal map j : M —> M is a group completion for the

discrete monoid noiM).

Proof. Since noiM) is a group, we know that j : noiM) -> n0(M) factors

through ñó(M) and we have a diagram:

n0iM) —-—> noiM) x noiM) —-—► n~o(M)

^ no(M) ^

where p is the map induced by the projection p : M x M —» M, and p is the

quotient map from no(M) x no(M) onto n~o(M).
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On the other hand, the composition of p o i with the map c : M —> 7Tn(A7)

sending an element of M to its path component is a topological monoid mor-

phism from M into the discrete group nóiM), and hence factors through

M via a map k: M -» rêo(Af).   It is now obvious that the induced map

k : noiM) —► nóiM) is an inverse for j : ñ~o(M) -» 7Zn(Af).   D

Definition 2.4. (i) For an object sá in any category, we denote by s/* the

simplicial object in the same category where each sép is equal to s/ and the

faces and degeneracies are the identity map.

(ii) We say that a topological monoid M is (c-) filtered if it has the weak

topology given by a closed (compact) filtration e = Mo ç Mx c ■ ■ ■ ç Md ç • • •

by subspaces satisfying Md + Me ç Md+e.
(iii) A topological monoid M is graded if there is a morphism of topological

monoids deg: M -> (Z+) into the discrete monoid of nonnegative integers,

such that deg~'(0) = e = identity element of M. The monoid M is c-graded

if, in addition, each M(n) = deg~'(«) is compact, for all n e 1+ .

(iv) A monoid M is filtered by cofibrations if each inclusion Md ç Md+X is

a cofibration. Recall that a map of spaces / : A —> X is a cofibration if it is a

monomorphism and has the homotopy extension property [Whi78]. The pair

(X, A) is often called an NDR-pair [Ste67].

Remark 2.5. Observe that a (c-) graded abelian topological monoid M is also

(c-) filtered by the subspaces Md = \Jk<d M(k). The product M x M of

a (o) filtered (resp. (c-) graded) topological monoid M with itself becomes
def

(c-) filtered (resp. (c-) graded) by (M x M)d = \Jr+s<d Mr x Ms (resp. by

deg(x, y) = degx + degy).

Remark 2.6. Recall that a map / : X —» Y between topological spaces is called a

proclusion [Ste67] whenever it is onto and Y has the quotient topology induced

by /. A map of pairs / : (X, A) —> (Y, B) is a relative homeomorphism

whenever / : X —> Y is a proclusion and / restricts to a homeomorphism

f:X-A^ Y -B.

Lemma 2.7. Let M be a c-filtered topological monoid with cancellation law.

Then the subsets

Md=piiMxM)d),

are closed in M and the topology of M  is the weak topology given by the

filtration • • • ç Md_x C Md ç Md+l ç ■ ■ ■ . Furthermore, the restriction of p to

(Af x M)d is a closed proclusion onto Md .

Proof. Since M has cancellation law we know that

SatRiF) = n2in7xiF)nV-xiA)),

for any F ç M x M, where n,■■ : Y -> M x M, i = 1, 2, is the projection

onto the 7th M x M factor of Y = (M x M) x (M x M), as shown in Remark

2.1. Recalling that a space F is compact iff the projection pr2 : F x X —> X is

a closed map for all spaces X, one concludes from the above description that

SatRÜM x M)d) is a closed subset of M x M. In particular, Md is a closed

subset of M.
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Suppose now that S ç M satisfies S n Md is closed in Md for all d. Then

p~xiS n A/¿) is closed in Af x M and hence

/r J(S n Md) n(Mx M)d = p~x(S) n (M x M)d

is closed for all d , showing that S is closed in M.

Since any closed subset 7" of (M x M)d is compact, its saturation is closed,

as seen above. Therefore the restriction p\(MxM)d is a closed surjection onto

Md , and hence a closed preclusion.   □

2.2. Homotopy theoretic completions and quotients. Let us recall a functorial

construction associated with topological monoids acting on spaces, "the triple

bar construction," which has an important role in the theory of oo-loop spaces

[May72]. We use May's monograph [May75] as our standard reference.

Definition 2.8. Let M be a topological monoid (with nondegenerate identity e)

acting on spaces X on the right and Y on the left, with both actions denoted by

* . Define B* iX, M, Y) as the simplicial space whose spaces of /osimplices

Bk is X x Mk x Y, and the faces dt and degeneracies s¡

d¡ s.
Bk-x *— Bk —'-* Bk+x »        i = 0, ... , k,

axe defined as follows:

di(x; mx,...,mk;y)

{(x*mx,m2, ... ,mk;y), i = 0,

(x, mi, ... , m¡ + mi+x, mi+2, ... ,mk;y),        l<i<k-l,

(x;mx,...,mk+l;mk*y), i = k;

Sj(x; mx, ... ,mk;y)

{(x;e,mx, ... ,mk;y), i = 0,

(x,mx, ... ,m¡,e, mM ,... ,mk;y), 1 < i < k - 1,

(x; mx, ... , mk, e;y), i = k.

This is a functorial construction on triples (X, M, Y) as above, in the sense

that equivariant maps of triples induce morphisms between the correspond-

ing simplicial spaces. We denote B(X, M, Y) the geometric realization of

B,(X,M, Y).

Remark 2.9. (a) Recall that the geometric realization |5*| of a simplicial space

ß» with faces and degeneracies given respectively by d¡ : 5» —» /7*_i and s, :
—   def

/i*_i -> B*, is defined as follows (see [May72, MÍ157]): Let B* = ]J?>o Bq x\ ,
where

Aq = {(to,.-., tq)\0 <tx<l, 5> = 1} C HV+X

is the standard topological <7-simplex and Bq x Aq has the product topology.
Let r5,: A?_i -» Aq and a¡: Aq+l —> Aq be the standard geometric faces and

degeneracies and define an equivalence relation ~ on B* by

(d¡x, u) ~ (x, Sju),       xeBq,  «eA?_i,

(s¡x, u) ~ (x, atu),       xeBq,  ueAq+l.
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Set-theoretically we define \B,\ to be B*/ ~. Now filter \B»\ by the subsets

Fp\Bt\ = n(]Yi=0Bj x A,) where n is the quotient map n : B* -* \B„\ and give

Fp\Bt\ the induced topology. Then FP\B,\ is closed in Fp+x\Bt\ and \B»\ is
given the direct limit topology of the Fp\B*\,s.

A point in Fp\B,\ is usually denoted \mp; to, up\, where mp £ Bp and
up = (t0,... ,tp)£Ap.

(b) It is easy to see that the property of being proclusive (Remark 2.6), com-

mutes with direct limits and is preserved under composition. In particular, one

sees that a geometric realization of a simplicial preclusion is again a preclusion.

Also, if XI is a simplicial subspace of X, such that X't «-» X* is a cofibration
cf. [May72], then the geometric realization X' <-> X is again a cofibration.

A special case of a triple as above, is the one of a submonoid N c M acting

on M by right translations and (trivially) on a point x . In this case, the space
B(M, N, x) is called the homotopy quotient of M by A7 and is denoted

B(M, N). Observe that whenever M is abelian the quotient B(M, N) is

also a topological monoid, for B,(M, N, x) remains a simplicial topological

monoid, cf. [May75].
We list below some properties and related examples to this particular case.

def
a. Define, for a topological monoid M, the spaces EM = B(M, M, x)

def
and BM = B(x, M, x), where M acts trivially on a point x. It is seen that

for any M acting on a space Y, there is a strong deformation retraction from

B(M, M, Y) onto B(e, e, Y) = Y. In particular EM is contractible.

b. In case N < M is a group like submonoid, the sequence of maps

M -> B(M, N) -» BN induced by the natural maps of triples (M, x, x) -*
(M, N, x) —► (x, 7Y, x) is a principal quasifibration with structure monoid

M in the sense of [DL59]. When M = N, the sequence M -+ EM —> BM
is the universal principal quasifibration for the monoid M, and BM is the
classifying space of M. For more details see [DL59, May75, MÍ167]. In case

M is actually a topological group, the above construction provides a way of

obtaining the classical classifying spaces for principal fibrations.
One has a natural map u : M —> ÎÏBM, where ÎÏBM is the space of loops

based on \e; l\£ BM, sending m £ M to the loop ym : [0, I]-* BM defined
as ym(t) = \m; t, 1 - t\. See Remark 2.9 for the notation on points in the

geometric realization of a simplicial space. This map has the property that

the induced morphism m* : Ht(M) —> H*(Q.BM) between the Pontrjagin rings

of M and Í1BM, respectively, is the localization of H*(M) with respect to

the action of n0(M) on H„(M). For this reason, M —> ÇIBM is called the

homotopy theoretic or homology group completion of M. See [MS76] or [Qui]

for details.
In the particular case in which M is an abelian monoid, which encompasses

all the cases we are interested in, one finds a better model for the homotopy

theoretic group completion. Namely, consider the map

u : M -» M + =f B(M x M, M)

induced by the natural map of triples (A7,x,x) -» (M x M, M, x) send-

ing (m, x, x) to (m x 0, 0, x), where M acts on M x M as the diagonal

submonoid. Then one has
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Proposition 2.10. For M an abelian monoid, the map u above is a homotopy

theoretic group completion.

Proof. It follows from [May72, Lemma 11.11] that «, : ?io(A7) -> 7in(A/+) is
exactly the group completion of the monoid no(M) and hence that M+ is a

group-like monoid. The universal property of the Pontrjagin ring H*iQBM)

implies that u* : H*M —► H*M+ factors through w* : H%M —► H^iClBM) via
a ring homomorphism 77: H+iiïBM) —* 7/*(Af+).

We construct below a monoid morphism n: M+ —► Q.BM which gives the

inverse of 77 in homology. Observe that composition of loops in ÎÏBM is

homotopy equivalent to the pointwise multiplication of loops induced by the

abelian monoid structure in BM, and hence we use the latter as the operation

in Q.BM.
Let X* = S A B*iM x M, M) be the simplicial space obtained as the re-

duced suspension of 77» (M x M, M), and whose geometric realization gives
the reduced suspension of M+ , cf. [May72, Proposition 12.1].

Define

rf: T,^Bjf,

[(a,b;mx,...,mq);s],uq

f (a, mx, ... , mq), (1 - 2s), 2suq if 0 < s < 1/2,

I (b, mx, ... , mq), (2s - I), (2-2s)uq       if 1/2<S<1,

where X* and B*M axe defined as in Remark 2.9, and uq £ Aq . It is an easy

exercise to check that rj induces a map in the level of geometric realizations

n : SM+ —> BM whose adjoint, still denoted r\ : M+ —► ÎÏBM is a morphism
of topological monoids.

Notice that the following diagram of monoid morphisms commutes:

M   -y   Í1BM

-I I"
M+ -► Q.BM,

where, for t £ [0, 1], /, : Q.BM —» ÍIBM is the monoid morphism which sends

y to yt defined as

v(s)=i^l+t's^       0<s<l/(l+t),

to, 1/(1 + 0 <*< i-
Using the universal property of H*M —► Ht(QBM) and the above diagram

one shows easily that n, is an inverse of the homomorphism T above.   D

Remark 2.11. (a) The above proposition, whose proof was included as a ref-

eree's suggestion, is well known, although the elementary proof provided here

is not found in the literature. In [Seg74, p. 305], Segal considers the simpli-

cial space derived from the topological category Wm whose space of objects

is M x M, and whose space of morphisms from (mx, m2) to (m[, m'f) is

{m £ M : mx + m = m\, m'2 + m = m'2). This simplicial space is nothing else

than Bt(M x M, M, x) and there he comments the fact that whenever M is

sufficiently homotopy commutative, then the construction provides a homotopy

group completion for M.
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(b) This is a very amenable simplicial model for the homotopy group com-

pletion of an abelian monoid M and will, henceforth, be denoted by M+.

When working with algebraic cycles, as in Example D of the next section, this

construction will provide a simplicial algebraic model for the completion of the

Chow monoid of an algebraic variety. This will prove to be very convenient.

Remark 2.12. Given an séZTdM M, the natural sequence of maps of triples

(Af, x, x) —► (Af x M, M, x) -» (Af, x, x) is equivariant in the sense de-

scribed in Definition 2.8, and hence it induces a commutative triangle of monoid

morphisms:

M —^-^ BiM xM,M) = M+

In particular, any morphism of topological monoids f : M —► G, from Af into

a topological group G factors through Af+ .

3. Basic constructions and examples

Given morphisms /: Afi -> N and g : M2 —> N of abelian topologi-

cal monoids the map fi + g: Mx x M2 —> N sending (/«i, m2) to fiimx) +

gimf) is again a morphism of topological monoids with the product structure.

Throughout this paper we use the following notation: for a given morphism

f: (Af, Af' ) —» (/V, N') of pairs of abelian topological monoids, denote by tip

the map
f\p : M x N' -> N

defined by f + i, where i : N' ^-> N is the inclusion morphism.

One can naturally extend f\p to a simplicial map

fx¥, : M x E*N' - Bt(N, N'),

and denote by
fxV : M x EN' ^ BiN, N'),

its geometric realization.
Our aim is to study situations where the "filtration" induced by f\p on its

image behaves properly.

Definition 3.1. (a) Let /: (Af, Af') —* (TV, N')  be a morphism of pairs of
topological monoids, with Af a filtered monoid as in Definition 2.4. Define

fB.(N,N')d = fV*(MdxE,N'),

and notice that fB*(N, N')d is a simplicial subspace of B*(N, N'). Similarly,

define
fB(N, N')d = fxr-(Md x EN'),

which is simply the geometric realization of fß*(N, N')d inside B(N, N').

(b) Given / as above, with M a filtered monoid, define f Md ç Md as

fMd = {m£ Md\f(m) + n' = fi(mx) + n" for some mx £ Afd_,, n', n" £ N}

= pxx(fW-x(^(Md_x x N')) n (Md x TV')),
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where p^  is the projection from M x N' onto M. Notice the interpolation

Md_xÇfMdçMd.

Lemma 3.2. The restriction of f*¥ to (Md\^Md) x EN' maps one-to-one and

onto fß(N, N')d\fB(N, N')d.x .

Proof. Exercise in geometric realizations.   □

Our first two examples below are of fundamental importance to the rest of

the paper. They carry the key technical ingredients to prove our results.

Example A. Let C be a given filtered monoid. Consider the pair (Af, TV),

where Af = C x C with the product filtration of the previous section, and

TV = A = C is the diagonal submonoid. Let / = id : (C x C, C) -► (C x C, C)
be the identity map. Notice that ld(CxC)d consists of those elements (c, c') e

(C x C)d which are equivalent to some element in (C x C)d-x under the

equivalence relation defining the Grothendieck completion C of C. Here

(C x C)d is the filtration in C x C induced by that of C, cf. Remark 2.5.
In this case ldip : (C x C) x C —> C x C is surjective and proclusive, for

if ldip~xiF) is closed in (C x C) x C for some subset F c C x C, then

F = idxp-xiF)f)iCxCxO), which is certainly closed in C x C = (C x C) x 0.

Here 0 denotes the unity element of the monoid. It follows from Theorem 4.4

of [Ste67] and Remark 2.9 that idx¥ : (C x C) x EC -> 5(C x C, C) is again a

surjective proclusion.

Example B. Let C be c-graded (compactly graded), and let C be a closed

submonoid of C. Then (C x C) + A is a closed submonoid of C, which we

denote Ac> . The latter assertion follows from the fact that ((C x C) + A) n

(C x C)¿ is equal to

(    (J   (C'xC')a + AJ n(CxC)d

by the grading hypothesis, and from the compactness of (\Ja+2b<d(C x C)a +

Af). A similar reasoning shows that the map

idip :(CxC)x Ac< -*(CxC)

is a closed surjection, and hence it is proclusive. Again, it follows from [Ste67,

Theorem 4.4] and Remark 2.9, that the map

idx¥ :(CxC)x E(AC.) -» B(C x C, Aa)

is a closed proclusion. In particular, the c-grading assumption in conjunc-

tion with Theorem 9.5 of [Ste67] (see first paragraph of Step 3 in the proof of
def

Proposition 4.2) imply that the topology of Af+ = B(C x C, C) is given by
the filtration

■■■idB(CxC, C)d_, CldB(C x C, C)d CldB(C x C, C)d+l--- .

The following two examples are to be seen as particular instances of the two

previous ones.
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Example C (Symmetric products). Let X be a finite, connected (for conve-

nience) CW-complex, and let

SPd(X)=f(Xx...xX)/2Zd,

where ~Ld is the symmetric group on d letters acting by permuting the coor-

dinates. Endowed with the quotient topology SPd(X) is the d-fold symmetric
product of X, and, after a suitable subdivision of the product cell structure on

X x ■■ ■ x X, it can be given a quotient CW-complex structure.

Let SPo(X) be an isolated point 0 not in X, and define

SP(X) = JJ SPd(X)
d>0

taken with the disjoint union topology. It is easily seen that SPiX) has the

structure of a free c-graded abelian topological monoid, where 0 is the unity

and the multiplication is given (additive notation) by

SPd(X) x SPe(X) ^ SPd+e(X),

({xx, ... ,xd),{yx, ... , ye}) ^ {xx, ... ,xd;yx, ... ,ye}-

The choice of a fixed point xn £ X defines an embedding SPd(X) <-?

SPd+x(X) and one defines [DT56] the classical infinite symmetric product of

the space X as the direct limit

SP^iX) = lim SPd(X)

with respect to these inclusions.
The assignment of SP(X) (resp. SP^X)) to X is a functor from the

category Wo (resp. Wo-) of finite CW-complexes (resp. finite pointed CW-

complexes) to the category of topological monoids.

Remark 3.3. Note that, from Proposition 4.2 and subsequent remark, both

SP(X) and SP^X) axe sxfZTct£,s, i.e., they have Hausdorff naïve comple-

tions, and also that their naive group completions are filtered by cofibrations.

In Dold-Thom's paper [DT56] the group SP(X) is denoted AG(X).
There is a natural surjective morphism of stfZ7~dM"'s n : SP(X) -> SPoo(X)

which induces a morphism of topological groups n : SP(X) —► SP^iX).

Lemma 3.4. The map n above induces an isomorphism n : SPiX)0 -* SPodX)

between the connected component of the identity SPiX)0cSPiX) and SP^iX).

Proof. Immediate from the definitions.   G

Example D (Algebraic cycles). An (effective) algebraic p-cycle in the complex

projective space P^ is a finite formal sum a = J2xn^' wnere me "a's are

positive integers and the J^'s are (irreducible) subvarieties of dimension p in

The degree of a = Y^^i^i is defined as X^H/deg^), where degl^ is

the degree of the irreducible subvariety Vx in P*, and the support of a is the

algebraic subvariety (jx Vx of ¥N .
The set of p-cycles of a fixed degree d in P^ can be given the structure of

an algebraic set, which we denote by C/,rf(PAf), cf. [Sam55 and Sha74]. In case
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X ç P^ is an algebraic subvariety of P*, the subset Cp<d(X) c CPtd(VN),
consisting of those cycles whose support is contained in X, is an algebraic

subvariety of CPtd(rN). See [Fri91, Hoy66, Sam55].

Definition 3.5. The set

%(X) = W cpJiX) = {0} n | U cPJiX)\
d>0 U>0 J

of all effective p-cycles in X, together with an isolated point 0 ("zero cycle")

is an abelian topological monoid under cycle addition, called the Chow monoid

of effective p-cycles on X. Here we are considering the analytic topology on

%(X).

Given a closed algebraic subvariety X' ç X, the Chow monoid %(X') is

naturally a closed (algebraic) submonoid of %(X). In particular the inclusions

Wpd(X') C WPtd(X) are cofibrations. This can be seen using triangulations

compatible with the inclusions as in [Hir75].

The Chow monoid %(X) is a c-graded, free topological monoid, whose

addition is a semialgebraic map, cf. [Fri91], when restricted to the graded pieces.
In particular, the action of the diagonal of WP(X) x WP(X) is semialgebraic and,

using triangulations once again [Hir75], one concludes that %(X) is an s/ZTtZMZ

and its naïve group completion is filtered by cofibrations, cf. Proposition 4.2.

4. Equivalence of group completions

In this section we establish the convention that, whenever Af is a filtered

topological monoid, then, in accordance with Definition 3.1, the subset

ld(Af x M)d is defined with regard to the identity map id : (Af x Af, Af) -»

( Af x Af, Af ), where Af = A c Af x Af is the diagonal submonoid. See Example

A for a detailed description of ld(Af x M)d .

Definition 4.1. We say that Af is properly filtered whenever its filtration ■ • • ç

Afrf-i Ç Md C Md+x Q ■ ■ ■ has the property that the inclusion ld(Af x M)d ç

(Af x M)d is a cofibration. Af is properly graded is the filtration comes from a

grading as in Remark 2.5, and Af is strongly properly filtered (or graded) if the

pair ((Af x M)d, ld(M x M)d) is a strong NDR-pair, see Appendix of [May72].

Whenever the filtration is by compact subsets the corresponding monoids are

called properly c-filtered, properly c-graded, strongly properly ¿-filtered and

strongly properly c-graded, accordingly.

Proposition 4.2. Let MJje a free properly c-graded topological monoid.  Then

M is an séZTâZfé and M is filtered by cofibrations.

Proof. Step 1. First observe that the restriction

p:(Mx M)d\d(M x M)d -+ Md\Md-x

is bijective, for whenever (mx, m2), (m\, m'2) £ (M x M)d\d(M x Af)id satisfy

p(mx, m2) = p(m\, m'2) then

(4.2.1) mx + m'2 = m\ + m2

by cancellation law, according to Remark 2.1. We may assume that mx and m2

as well as m\ and m'2 have no common factors in their expressions as sums of
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generators. Otherwise, supposing that (mx, m2) = («i +X, n2+X) with X ̂  0,

one gets

d > deg(mx) + deg(ra2) = deg^) + deg(«2) + deg(A) > deg(«i) + deg(«2),

which would imply that (mi, m2) £ ld(Af xM)d . Now, the freeness assumption

together with identity (4.2.1) implies that mx = m\ and m2 = m'2.

Step 2. We prove that each Md is Hausdorff using induction. Recall that

A/n is a point and assume that Md_x is Hausdorff for d > 1 .

Since the inclusion ld(Af x M)d ç (Af x M)d is a cofibration, one has, in

particular, a "separating" function u : [0, 1] -> (Af x M)d , satisfying w_1(0) =

ld(Af x M)d and a retraction r : u~xi[0, I)) -* ld(Af x M)d . Given two points

a and ß in Md , there are three possibilities:

(i) a, ß £ Md_x . In this case, by induction, there are disjoint open subsets

77, V ç Md_x containing a and ß respectively. The inverse images

U =p-xiÛ)nidiMxM)d   and    V =p~\V) n id(A7 x M)d

are disjoint open subsets of ld(Af x M)d. It is now easy to see, using Step

1 that r_1(t7) and r~x(V) are disjoint open subsets of (Af x M)d which

satisfy p-x(p(r~x(U))) = r~x(U) and p~x(p(r~x(V))) =jr\V). Therefore,

p(r~x(U)) and p(r~x(V)) are disjoint open subsets of Md (cf. Lemma 2.7)

containing a and ß , respectively.

(ii) a £ Md_x and ß £ Md\Md_x . This is equivalent to u(a) = 0 and

u(ß) t¿ 0, where q £ >d(MxM)d and ß £ (M xM)d\a'(M x Af)id arepreimages

of a and ß respectively. Using Step 1 and Lemma 2.7 one sees, as before,

that p(u~x([0, u(ß)/3))) and p(u~x(2u(ß)/3, I)) are disjoint open subsets of

Md separating a and ß.

(hi) a and ß £ Md\Md_x . Apply Lemma 2.7 to the projections under p

of two disjoint open subsets 77 and V which separate the preimages of a and

ß in (Af x M)d\d(M x A7)id .
Step 3. Observe that the restriction of a proclusion to a closed subset is

again proclusive onto its image. Also observe that a map of pairs f : (X, A) —>

(Y, B), with f : X ^> Y a proclusion and A and B closed subsets, is a relative

homeomorphism if and only if f : X - A ^ Y - B is one-to-one and onto.

Using the previous paragraph, together with Lemma 2.7, Step 1 and Step 2,

one sees that

p : ((M x M)d,diM x Af)ld) - (Md,Md_x)

is a relative homeomorphism and hence that the inclusion Md_x ç Md is a

cofibration, according to [Ste67, Lemma 8.4]. Since Af is filtered by the Af/s,

Theorem 9.4 of [Ste67] shows that Af is Hausdorff.   D

Remark 4.3. The hypothesis Af free and graded are slightly restrictive in the

above proposition. It can be weakened to include c-filtered monoids whose

filtration satisfies the following freeness-type property: whenever p(a, b) =

p(d, V) for (a, b) £ (Af x M)d, then either (a, b) = (a', b') or (a, b) =
ld(Af x M)d . For example SP^X), for X a finite CW-complex, satisfies this

property. This freeness for the filtration suffices to ensure the validity of Step
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1 in the proof of the proposition. The other steps remain unchanged. See

Example 4.6.
Our aim is to prove the following result.

Theorem 4.4. Let M be ja free properly c-graded topological monoid. Then the

natural map T : M+ —> Af is a homology equivalence.

Corollary 4.5. The inclusion j : M <-+ Af is a homology group completion when-

ever M is properly filtered.

Proof. Recall the diagram of Remark 2.12. The inclusion j : M —► M factors

through u : M —> Af+ as j = T o u, where T : M+ —> Af is the homotopy

equivalence of the theorem. Since Af is abelian, the maps j, u, and T axe

monoid morphisms, and hence T induces an isomorphism between Pontrjagin

rings 77* : H*(B(M x M, M)) —> 77»(Af). Using Lemma 2.3 and Proposition

2.10 one concludes the proof.   D

If one requires the cofibrations in Definition 4.1 to be strong NDR-pairs (see

Appendix of [May72] for definition) then a stronger statement holds:

Theorem 4.4'. Let M be a free, strongly properly c-graded topological monoid.

Then the natural map T : M+ -+ Af is a quasifibration with contractible fibers.

In particular it is a homotopy equivalence.

Example 4.6. A. Dold-Thom type results I. Consider the free monoids SP(X)

and SP^X) in Example C of §3, for X finite CW-complex, and recall that
the first one is c-graded while the latter is c-filtered. Both monoids are properly

c-filtered and this follows from successive "subdivisions" of (SP(X) x SP(X))d

compatible with id(SP(X) x SP(X))d , and similarly for (SP^X) x SPoo(X))d .

As noted in Remark 4.3 one can show that SPoo(X), although only c-filtered,

still satisfies the conclusion of Theorern_4.4.

It follows from Corollary 4.5 that SP(X) and SPoo(X) axe models for the
homology group completion of SP(X) and SPoo(X), respectively. Further-

more, since SP^X) is connected, the inclusion u : SPoo(X) —> SPoo(X) is a

homotopy equivalence, by the group completion theorem [MS76] and Corollary

4.5. _ __
On the other hand one has n0(SP(X)) = n0(SP(X)) = Z which is isomor-

phic to H0(X, Z). The higher homotopy groups of SP(X) and SP^X) axe

isomorphic by Lemma 3.4 and the previous paragraph.

B. Algebraic cycle spaces and Lawson homology I. The Chow monoids ^P(X)

of a closed projective variety X defined on Example D form another family

of examples of free, strongly properly c-graded monoids. The latter property

is again seen by using triangulation of algebraic sets (cf. [Hir75]) and the fact

that the graded components of the monoid are algebraic sets and the monoid

operation is semialgebraic.

The homotopy groups of the homology group-completion of WP(X)+ form a

set of invariants for the algebraic set called the Lawson homology of X and were

introduced by Friedlander in [Fri91], following the work of Lawson [Law89].

They are shown to be highly interesting invariants which comprehend many clas-

sical invariants. For example, Friedlander shows that the Néron-Severi group

NS(X), Hx (Pic°(X)) and the classical Chow groups of algebraic cycles modulo
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algebraic equivalence are particular cases of Lawson homology. Recent devel-

opments of this theory can be found in [FL, FM91, LF91a, LF91b].
The above corollary shows that one can replace the homotopy theoretic group-

completion by the naïve one in the definition of Lawson homology (over the

complex numbers), with the gain of having a better geometric intuition on our

side.

Observe the existence of a commutative diagram

(Af x Af) x Af

pi-i

Af x Af

Af x Af

Af.

where prj is the projection on the two first factors and p is the quotient map

described in §2. Therefore, by functoriality of the bar construction, the follow-
ing diagram commutes:

(A7 x Af) x EM

PU

MxM

B(MxM,M)

V
M.

Proposition 4.7. Under the hypothesis of the theorem there is, for every d > 1,

a commutative diagram of pairs

((Af x M)d, id(M x M)d) x EM

Pri

((Af x M)d , id(M x M)d)

(idAf+,idA7+_,)

_[:
(Md, Md_x),

whose horizontal arrows are relative isomorphisms of cofibrations.

Proof. The bottom map was studied in Proposition 4.2. As to the top one,

observe that, from the definition of properly filtered monoids and the fact that

cofibrations are preserved under products, cf. [Ste67, Theorem 6.3], the upper
left pair of the square is a cofibration. Once we show that ldxP is a relative

homeomorphism, it follows, from [Ste67, Lemma 8.4], that the pair on the

upper right corner is a cofibration.

We have seen in Lemma 3.2 that

/vP : ((Af x M)d - id(M x M)d) x EM -> (idAf+ , idAf+_,)

is one-to-one and onto. Therefore it suffices to show that "V : (M x M) x
EM —» Af+ is a closed proclusion to conclude that the top map is a relative

isomorphism. See Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 4.2.

In Example B we have shown that "V : (Af x Af) x Af —> Af x Af is a closed

proclusion whenever M is c-graded. Therefore so is ldx¥k (the corresponding
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map on /osimplices), again by [Ste67, Theorem 6.3]. Since geometric realiza-

tion preserves preclusions, cf. Remark 2.9, we have proven that the top map in

the diagram is a relative isomorphism.   □

We now prove the main theorems.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. We use induction to show that T : ldMf —» Md is a

homology equivalence. For d = 0 note that

idM+ def idip((7l/ x M)0 x EM) = £(Aj à) = EM,

where A is the diagonal in M x M. Since EM is contractible, T : ldM0+ ->

Afo = Ö is a homology equivalence.

Consider the diagram of Proposition 4.7 above, with d > 1. Using Proposi-
tion 4.7 and [Whi78, §3], one shows that both ldlP and p induce isomorphisms

between the relative homology of the pairs involved.

The contractibility of EM and the commutativity of the diagram make T

induce an isomorphism in relative homology, too. By induction and the five

lemma the theorem is proven once we observe that Af+ is the direct limit of

the filtration • • • ç idM+_x ç idM+ c idAfj"+1 C • • , cf. Example B.   D

Proof of Theorem 4.4'. Let us say that UÇM is distinguished if the restriction

T : T~X(U) —► U is a quasifibraton.

(a) Observe that T~x(Md) = ldMf and that Proposition 4.7 yields a com-

mutative diagram

(Md\Md_x) x EM -^ idM+\idM+_x

pi-,

Md\Md-x

where the top horizontal arrow is a homeomorphism. This shows that any_open

subset U c Md\Md_x is distinguished, for all d > 1 . The identity M0 is
obviously distinguished.

(b) Let

« : (Af x M)d -► /,        h:I x(M x M)d -> (Af x M)d

be a representation of the pair ((Af x M)d, (M x M)d_x) as a strong NDR-pair.

Let v = u o prj and 77 = h o (id x pxx ) x id be the NDR representation for the

product of the previous pair with EM. Using [Ste67] and Proposition 4.7 we

have corresponding representations Ü, h and v , H for the pairs (Md, Md_x)

and (ldMf , ldAfJ_,), satisfying ü o p = u, h o (id xp) = h and v o T = v ,

H o (id xld*F) = H, respectively.

Let U = ü~'([0, 1)). The strong NDR condition implies that the homotopy

h restricts to hy : U —> U and by construction of the NDR representations

above, the homotopy H, : p~x(U) —► /?-1(77) covers the homotopy ht, i.e.,

ToH, = h,oT.

(c) At last, observe that the fiber T~x(m) is isomorphic to EM for all

m £ M, and hence Hx : T~x(m) -» T~x(hx(m)) is a homotopy equivalence for

all rh£ Ü.
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Conditions (a)-(c) imply that T is a quasifibration, cf. Lemma 7.2 in [May72].

D

5. FIBRATIONS FOR PROPERLY FILTERED PAIRS

In this section we establish the convention that, whenever (C, C) is a pair

of filtered topological monoids, then ld(C x C)d is defined with regard to the

identity map

id:(CxC,Ac,)-(CxC,Ac,),

where Ac cCxC is the submonoid (C'xC')+A and A = C is the diagonal

submonoid, as described in Example B.

Definition 5.1(a). We say that a pair of monoids (C, C) is properly c-filtered

whenever its filtration ■ • • Ç Q_i çQç Cd+l Ç • • ■ has the property that the

inclusion ld(C x C)d Ç (C x C)d is a cofibration.

(b) The pair (C, C) is free whenever C is a free monoid and C is freely

generated by a subset of the generators of C.

Theorem 5.2. Given a properly c-filtered free pair of monoids (C, C), there is

a principal fibration C -* C -* C/C, where C/C is the topological group

quotient of the naïve group completions of C and C respectively.

Remark 5.3. By functoriality of our constructions, there is a commutative dia-

gram
C'+ -► C+ -> 77(C+, C'+)

C   -y   C   ->      C/C,
where, under the hypothesis of the theorem, the top row is a principal quasifi-

bration (cf. [May75]) while the bottom row is a principal fibration. The induced

maps on homotopy together with long exact sequences (for quasi- and principal

fibrations) and the five lemma show that T : ^(ß(C+, C'+)) —> nk(C/C) is

an isomorphism.

Example 5.4. A. Long exact sequences for Lawson homology. Given a pair

(X, X') of projective algebraic sets, X' closed in X, we define the "relative

Lawson homology" LpHn(X, X') of the pair as the homotopy group

nn-2p(B(Wp(X)+,Wp(X')+)).

It follows from the previous remark that one can use either the homotopy

quotient B(WP(X)+, %(X')+) or the naïve group quotient WP(X)/WP(X') to

define relative Lawson homology, and both cases yield the same long exact

sequences for the theory.

B. Dold-Thom type results II. Essentially the same arguments used in the

above example show that for a pair (X, X') in the category Wo of finite CW-

complexes, the sequence SP(X') -» SP(X) -* SP(X)/SP(X') is a principal
fibration. Consequently one has a long exact sequence in homotopy:

• • • nk(SP(X')) -» nk(SP(X)) - nk(SP(X)/SP(X')) - nk.x(SP(X'))■■■.
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At this stage, just the excision axiom remains to be proven for the functors

X h-> nk(SP(X)) in the category Wo . See Remark 5.6.

Lemma 5.5. Let (C, C) be a pair of monoids satisfying the hypothesis of the

Theorem 5.2. Then C is a closed subgroup of C, and hence C/C is a com-

pactly generated abelian topological group. Furthermore, the quotient C/C has

a filtration by cofibrations given by

Qd = n(Cd) = nop((CxC)d),

where Cd and (C x C)d are the filtrations of C and C x C given respectively

by Proposition 2.7 and Remark 2.5.

Proof. We show that

SatÄ(C x C) = Ac, =A + (C x C)

as follows. If p(m\, m2) = p(nx, n2) with (nx, n2) £ C x C, we may as-

sume that «i and n2 have no common factors in their expression as sums of

generators, otherwise if («i, n2) = (n[ + X, n'2 + X) the freeness assumption

implies that (n'x, n'f) £ C x C , and hence p(mx, m2) = p(n'x, n'2). Now, this

is equivalent to mx + n2 = m2 + nx, and the previous argument shows that

mx = nx+p and m2 = n2 + p for some p £ C. From Example B we conclude

that Satfl(C x C) is closed in C xC, and hence that C is a closed subgroup

of C.
In order to show that Qd-x Q Qd is a cofibration we just need to observe

that

p : (C x C)d\d(C x C)id - ßAßrf-i

is a bijection and to use Example B and [Ste67, Lemma 8.4].   D

Proof of Theorem 5.2. It suffices to show that n : C -» C/C has a local cross

section in a neighborhood of the identity (0) e C/C , cf. [Ste51]. Let us start,

inductively, requiring that the section takes the identity (Ö) £ C/C to the

identity 0 £ C, i.e., it takes Qo to Q .

Suppose, by induction, that we have constructed a section ak : Uk —► C,

where Uk is open in Qk c C/C .
From Proposition 4.7, we know that

it op : ((C x C)k+l, id(C x C)k+l) - (Qk+i, Qk)

is a relative homeomorphism of cofibrations. Let

uk+l : (C x C)k+l -> J,        hk+x : I x (C x C)k+X ->(Cx C)k+l

be a representation of ((C x C)k+l, ld(C x C)k+l)  as a cofibration, and let

ufc+x '■ Qk+x —* I > hk+x : I x Qk+X -> Qk+l be the corresponding representation

for (Qk+x, Qk) via n op , as in Lemma 8.4 of [Ste67].
Define the open subsets

»i+i=f"w([0.1))c(CxC)w

and

^+i = (u*+ir1([o,i))cßfc+1)
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and let _

pk+x : Wk+l -> ld(C x C)k+x,        pk+x ■ Wk+X -> Qk

be the canonical retractions

def ,        , -        def r        ,
pk+x = nk+x\{x)xwk+x,        Pk+x - /2^+il{i}xivt+1'

respectively.

Observe that Wk+l = in op)~xiWk+x) and that

(5.5.1) pk+x o (nop)\Wk+i = inop)\iä{CxC)k+t o pk+x,

by Lemma 8.4 of [Ste67].
Define Vk+{ c ld(C x C)k+l and Ok+i c (C x C)k+l as the open subsets

Vk+x = inop)-x(Uk)nidiCxC)k+l

and

Ok+x=pklx(Vk+l)cWk+l,

where Uk c Qk is the domain of definition of the section ak . In particular

pk+x restricts to a retraction pk+l : Ok+l —> Vk+X .

The image

(5.5.2) Uk+l = nop(Ok+x)cQk+l

of Ok+l under the projection nop is the open subset (pk+x)~l(Uk), for

(nop)(Ok+x) = in o p){pkllHn o p)-x\,a{CxC)k+iiUk)}

= inop){(nop)-x\Wk+io(pk+x)-x(Uk)}

= iPk+x)'HUk),

where the second equality comes from (5.5.1).

Consider the map sk+x : Ok+i —> C given by sending a £ Ok+i to

-p(Pk+x(<*)) + ^(t^fft+iW)),

where ak : Uk —» C is the section defined inductively. Since

* ° sk+i(a) = -no pipk+xia)) + no okin o p(pk+l(a))) = (Ö) £ C/C ,

one sees that sk+x actually maps into C .

Finally define ak+x : Uk+l —> C by ak+l(u) = p(a) + sk+x(a) where a £

Ok+x C (C x C)k+x is representative of u, i.e., n o p(a) = u. By definition, if

a, ß £ Ok+l c (C x C)k+x and a ~ ß (i.e., 7i 0/7(0) = n o piß)) then either

a = ß ox both a and /? lie in id(C x C)¿+i n Ok+l = Vk+l . In the latter case

Pk+x(°) = a an(i Pk+x(ß) = ß , and hence

Í5 5 3)        P(a) + sk+l(a) = p(a) -PÍPk+xia)) + ak(n op(pk+i(a)))

= ak(nop(a)) = ak(nop(ß))=p(ß) + sk+xiß).

Therefore, the above identities show that ak+l is well defined, rj^+1 o (jt 0/7) =

p + sk+x , and hence ak+l is continuous (for nop is a proclusion), and also

that

ak+l\uk+in(Kop)(Vk+1) = Ok+i\uk = ok-
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Noticing that

n o ok+xin opia)) = nipia) + sk+xia)) = n op(a) + n(sk+x(a)) = nop(a)

one is able to construct, inductively a local cross section by defining  77 =

Ufc Uk c C/C and a : U -► C, with a\Uk = ak. Since U n Qk = Uk is
open in Qk , the theorem is proven.   D

Concluding Remarks 5.6. In a similar fashion to the case of the homotopy

groups of CW-complexes (Dold-Thom theorem [DT56]), Lawson homology also

admits excision for pairs of projective varieties. See [LF91a] for a proof of this

fact using naïve group completions and for applications to algebraic geometry.

The same type of arguments used in §4 and in [LF91a] yields excision-type

results for pairs of monoids satisfying the conditions of §5. This would complete

the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for the case of symmetric products.

Excision can also be obtained using the triple bar construction directly, su-

pressing the use of naïve completions totally. This was actually written in earlier

versions of this paper, but the relevance of such proof to the present work did

not justify publishing it. A possible application for that, however, may turn to

be in the search of localizations for the Lawson homology of varieties defined

over arbitrary algebraically closed fields, as defined in [Fri91].
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